
Relative clauses

The relative clause  is a second kind of wh-
clause

Unlike wh-questions, there is no SAI

Wh-word functions as a complementizer 
(like ‘that’ in ‘that-clauses’)



Types of relative clauses
There are 2 types of relative clause:

Restrictive: - necessary to ‘restrict’ or pick out (limit) the referent

e.g. I am listening to the Haydn symphonies which I enjoy.
(referent is restricted to only symphonies I enjoy)

Non-restrictive – adds parenthetical information
e.g. I bought a CD of Haydn symphonies, which I enjoy.



Rules that help with relative clauses:

• Relative clause following a proper noun = 
non-restrictive

• Relative clause following indefinite or 
generic NP (with a, any) = restrictive

• But: usually context determines whether a 
noun phrase is sufficiently identified or not.



Formal differences
-Non-restrictive clauses = set off by commas

-‘that’ can’t be used in a non-restrictive clause

-Non-restrictive clauses don’t allow deletion of 
relative pronouns, or extraction from NP

e.g. ??I ran into Erica on Sunday, who is a friend 
of mine.



9.4 1 relative clause type answers (restrictive 
or non-restrictive)

1. Determine the type of relative clause (restrictive relative, nonrestrictive 
relative) in each of the following:

(a) There are two universities there, both of which are excellent. Non-
restrictive

(c) Anyone who wants a ticket needonly ask. Restrictive
(f) Alexis is a vegetarian, which no one else in our family is. Non-restrictive
(i) Snakes which are poisonous should be avoided. Restrictive



Trees for restrictive and non-restrictive clauses 
(265)

(a) non-restrictive (b) restrictive



Restrictive and non-restrictive clauses: “children who have vivid imaginations 
should avoid this program”

• Restrictive reading: only some children, 
those who have vivid imaginations, should 
avoid this program

• Non-restrictive reading: NP is complete 
without the relative clause



Restrictive and non-restrictive clauses: “children 
who have vivid imaginations”

• restrictive • Non-restrictive



Indirect clauses

Indirect question clauses have different 
functions – the same as those of the that-
clause: Su, dO, dO after iO, sC, oP, comp 
of Adj, comp of N’, eSu

See Table 9.5, Indirect questions



Indirect questions:
A third type of wh-clause is indirect questions:

They are a type of indirect speech: 
Rosie asked Paul “Is your sister coming?” (direct)
Rosie asked Paul whether/if his sister was coming. (indirect)

Note differences from direct speech:

SAI is ‘undone’
Complementizer is supplied (‘if’ or ‘whether’) for yes/no questions.

But we won’t draw them.



Indirect questions: Table 9.5

1. {How he gets the money, Whether he gets the money} is his own affair. Su
2. I asked {when he was going to do it, whether she will get the fellowship}. dO
3. He asked his friend {when he was leaving on his holidays, whether he was taking 

holidays}. dO after iO
4. The question is {how he will get the money, whether the work will get done}. sC
5. We are concerned about {how soon he can get here, whether he will lose his job}. Obj of 

Prep
6. She is uncertain {which one to choose, whether she will be on time}. Comp of Adj
7. The question whether he did it is troubling. Comp of N’
8. It has often been asked who did it. eSu



Non-finite clauses
These are embedded, dependent clauses.  The verbal 

element is not marked for person, number or tense.  The 
non-finite clause has 4 forms of verbal element:

1. bare infinitive – he made me do it
– I saw Aaron leave

2. to-infinitive – to + stem of verb or aux
I want to leave
(can take perf or prog)

3. –ing participle – he stopped working
(=gerund when –ing has nominal function)

4. –en participle –only 1 form – the book given to 
him.



Non-finite clauses
Often non-finite clauses are missing obligatory 

elements. These omissions are called PRO.



PRO

-phonetically null subject and object NPs

2 types of PRO

1. Controlled à missing element is identical 
to an element in main clause (S, dO, iO)

e.g. I want [PRO to win]



PRO (types)

2. Indefinite (arbitrary) à missing element 
can be filled in with general “you” or 
“one”, not with any specific element from 
higher clause.

e.g. [PRO Running] is easy.
[PRO To leave] would be wrong. 



PRO

There may be Subject and Object PROs. 
Both may occur in the same clause.









6 zoomed in
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Non-finite clauses in trees
Aux is always represented as –tense, as follows:



Non-finite clauses in trees
Aux is always represented as –tense, as follows:

Depending on the type of non-finite form it may also include 
to, ing or en as follows:

Aux Aux Aux
[-tense] [-tense] [-tense]

/ /                    /
to -ing -en



Non-finite clauses: expansion of 
aux

1. bare infinitive – he made me do it
– I saw Aaron leave



Non-finite clauses: expansion of 
aux

2. to-infinitive – to + stem of verb or aux
I want to leave
(can take perf or prog)



Non-finite clauses: expansion of 
aux

2. to-infinitive – to + stem of verb or aux
I want to leave
(can take perf or prog)

affix hopping 
applies



Non-finite clauses: expansion of 
aux

3. –ing participle – he stopped working
(=gerund when –ing has nominal function)



Non-finite clauses: expansion of 
aux

4. –en participle –only 1 form – the book given to 
him.



Try:

• Aux for “I want to have been being asked”



Trees for non-finite clauses





1. Bare infinitive

He made me leave.



2. to-infinitive

I want to leave.



3. –ing participle (present 
participle)

Running a business is hard.



4. –en participle

The money donated by the stranger is helpful.



Functions of non-finite clauses

• Nominal
• Adjectival
• Adverbial

(like those of finite clauses)

But not all forms can serve all functions:



Summary
Su & sC
To-infinitives (+wh-infinitives)
-ing participles

Sc
-en participles

Comp of A
To-infinitives
-ing participles

Obj of P
(only) –ing participles

Adverbial
To-infinitives
-ing participles
-en participles

Comp of N’
To-infinitives

Mod of N’
To-infinitives
-ing participles
-en participles



Functions In Detail



Forms that can function as Subject 
and Subject Complement:

To-infinitives
-ing participles (gerunds)



Su  S’[PRO To run a small business] is hard.



To-infinitives and ing-forms 
functioning as Sc:

Her first job was s’[PRO selling computers]
Your first job is s’[PRO to wash dishes]





Extraposed subject
Su  s’[For him to be well prepared] is important.

eSu  It is important s’[for him to be well prepared].

Su  s’[PRO Running 5 miles] is tiring.

eSu  It is tiring s’[PRO running 5 miles].



Su  S’[PRO To run a small business] is hard.



eSu It is hard s’[PRO to run a small business]



-en participles may function as Sc:

The cat stayed s’[PRO hidden under the 
bed].



To-infinitives and –ing participles 
can function as comp of A:

He  is  happy  attending  school.
He  is  determined  to  do  well.

Where is pro?
Where is s’?

[ ]?



To-infinitives and –ing participles can 
function as comp of A:

He  is  happy  s’[PRO attending  school].
He  is  determined  s’[PRO to  do  well].



To-infinitives and –ing participles 
can function as comp of A



Object of P

Only –ing participles (gerunds) can serve as 
object of preposition:

We talked [about s’[PRO going to a movie]]



Object of P



Adverbial function

To-infinitives –ing participles and –en 
participles may function as:

Disjunct
Conjunct
Adjunct adverbials



Adjunct Adverbial



To-infinitives, -ing and –en participles can function 
as Modifer of N’ (can be replace with a relative 

clause – e.g. the tree which was toppled by wind).

= restricted 
adjectival 
function



To-infinitives can function as Comp of N’ (can’t be 
replaced by a relative clause with which - e.g. *the 

proposal which a new building be erected)



Recall Summary
Su & sC
To-infinitives (+wh-infinitives)
-ing participles

Sc
-en participles

Comp of A
To-infinitives
-ing participles

Obj of P
(only) –ing participles

Adverbial
To-infinitives
-ing participles
-en participles

Comp of N’
To-infinitives

Mod of N’
To-infinitives
-ing participles
-en participles



From another angle…

to, ing, en = adverbial
mod of N’

to, ing = Su
sC
Comp of A

to = Comp of N’
En = sC
ing = Obj of P



Non-finite clauses and 
complementizers

Generally with non-finites, usually there’s no 
Comp.

But there is a Comp in:
1. à For-infinitives (to-infinitives with a 

subject present, i.e.
non-null/explicit)

2. à Wh-infinitive



For-infinitives are used when S’
has one of the following functions:

Su
Comp of A
Adverbial
Post-modifier of N’
Comp of N’

Su s’[For Sue to see a doctor] is important.
Comp of A We are anxious s’[for John to win].



Wh-infinitives have wh-movement or a wh-word 
serving some function in the embedded clause.

The fronted wh-word fills comp: I asked what to do.



I asked about what to do.
I asked about s’[what PRO to do [t]].


